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ABSTRACT
Message Passing Interface (MPI) is at the heart of many
HPC applications, and MPI programs can be difficult to
verify. Existing tools to debug and verify MPI programs
can be difficult to modify, and provide limited testing cov-
erage. As applications become increasingly complex, pro-
grammable debugging tools are needed. Our research fo-
cuses on the reimplementation of the In-Situ Partial Or-
der[3] (ISP) scheduler in Racket, a declarative programming
language. More flexible, programmable schedulers may help
accelerate the discovery of failure sites and eruption points
of non-determinism.1

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.1.3 [Concurrent Programming]: Parallel programming;
D.2.3 [Coding Tools and Techniques]: Structured pro-
gramming

General Terms
Formal Verification; MPI; Active-testing Schedulers; Non-
determinism Control

Keywords
Formal Verification; MPI

1. INTRODUCTION
As needs for high performance computing continue to in-
crease, hybrid concurrency models are becoming more preva-
lent. Programmers combine MPI with models such as CUDA,
OpenMP and Pthreads in order to achieve increased speed
and efficiency. Unfortunately, as these models are com-
bined, the possibility for non-determinism, data races, dead-
lock and other undesirable outcomes increase. Furthermore,
ensuring the correctness of such programs is still an open
challenge. We believe that the development of practical
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active-testing methods for HPC programs—testing methods
in which the concurrency schedule as well as test inputs can
be externally supplied and enforced—can go a long way in
enhancing the reliability, and hence the amount of useful
science that can be performed on HPC installations.

Since each concurrent model has its own notion of depen-
dency and requires its own scheduling logic, exploring the
complete state space of a hybrid program would be an infea-
sible task, as the number of states would be a cross product
of the state machines. Schedulers used for the active testing
of such hybrid models must therefore be malleable and eas-
ily programmable, in order to achieve the meaningful active
testing results. There is a need for a smart heuristic that
would allow schedulers to use search-bounding methods and
cover as many relevant interleavings as possible, while main-
taining efficiency and scalability, and still proving effective
for bug-hunting.

2. USES FOR PROGRAMMABLE SCHED-
ULERS

While there has been some recent work in creating active-
testing methods for hybrid concurrency, this area of research
as a whole is poorly understood, and the extent of success
one obtains tends to heavily depend on specific platforms
and configurations.

This research investigates how active-testing approaches can
be created to be effective in the modern setting of MPI. For
example, in the active-testing framework for MPI programs
developed at Utah called ISP, the program under test, the
profiler that intercepts MPI calls, and the scheduler logic
are all expressed in a language such as C++. We argue
that in the hybrid concurrency arena, the scheduler logic is
best expressed in a functional programming language such
as Scheme/Racket. This allows many schedulers to be de-
veloped for experimentation with less effort.

Our study has involved taking an existing, fairly mature
model checker for MPI programs (ISP) and demonstrating
that the scheduler within the model checker can be rewritten
in a high-order programming language (Racket). We are in
the process of implementing the entire scheduler in Racket.
As of now, we have written a scheduler that can explore all
relevant interleavings of a programs written with a subset of
MPI. The profiler of ISP is still written in C, so that it can
catch and modify MPI calls actively. The racket scheduler



and C profiler work together to achieve active testing. This
allows us to have the best of both worlds, with the seat of
control elevated to a higher-order programming language for
flexibility.

As programs scale, the likelihood of non-deterministic re-
sults in floating point operations increases. For this reason,
we are also interested in using a Scheme/Racket scheduler
to perform control studies in this area. As floating point
numbers are nonassociative, the order of operations per-
formed on floating point numbers can affect the resulting
value. By rebinding potentially non-deterministic calls, such
as MPI Allreduce, to forcibly determinized libraries, users
will be able to triage and locate the point of eruption of
non-determinism in their programs. For example, a user
may divide a program under testing into four phases, and
then choose to bind all occurrences of MPI Allreduce except
for those in the third phase to a forcibly determinized ver-
sion of the function. In this way, the user can see if the third
phase of the program is responsible for the non-determinism.

Although the MPI interface does not give ordering to MPI
calls, some implementations of MPI make optimizations for
latency, introducing an ordering in the process. Some sched-
ules require more resources than others, and a highly skewed,
worst-case scenario can introduce deadlock. For example, if
thousands of processes participate in a call to MPI Allgather,
none of the processes will complete the call. This simulation
of a ”denial of service” can also be simulated with our sched-
uler.

3. FUTURE WORK
During the coming semester, we intend to extend the func-
tionality of the ISP scheduler by implementing programmable
search-bounding options, selective enforcement of determin-
ism for calls that would normally be non-deterministic, and
simulation of worst-case schedules for implementations of
MPI that use partial ordering. We also plan on continuing
the integration of MUST[2] with ISP.
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